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The Real and Virtual Human Identity
Conscious identity in humans – and also in other mammals – is realized by the process
of consciousness in the structure of the brain.
The science of consciousness was created, at the first, interdisciplinary Conference of
the Consciousness in 1996, Tucson, USA. This science is constituted by many scientific disciplines, but a branch of the psychology or philosophy, dealing especially and exclusively
with the consciousness, is absent.
This task is destinated to the biopsychology of consciousness, which uses a different
concept of consciousness from the mind and psyche. It focuses on the research of the re-created reality by the quantum-holographic virtuality of the brain in the present-time. The latter
makes the core of the human identity. Concerning its interdisciplinarity it is composed by the
adequately adapted parts of the following main disciplines: cognitive philosophy, biological
psychology, cognitive psychology and quantum theory. The general concepts of consciousness, self-consciousness and making something conscious get new, different senses from the
usual ones. The most important concept is the Virtual-Real Holographic Consciousness System (VRHCS).
Making use of the VRHCS, artificial intelligence (AI) can be interpreted from a new
scientific stand-point.
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